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About This Content

Pixel Puzzles Ultimate, the definitive jigsaw puzzler for the PC platform.

PACK INFO:

Puzzle Count: 6
Total Piece Count: 1987

PACK CONTENTS:

Geun-Wi Yeondae - x216

Gyeongbok - x455

Seoraksan - x425

Gangseol - x250

Yoli - x216

Haemieupseong - x425
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Title: Jigsaw Puzzle Pack - Pixel Puzzles Ultimate: Korea
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
DL Softworks
Publisher:
DL Softworks
Franchise:
Pixel Puzzles
Release Date: 9 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP

Processor: Intel® Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 Compatible

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Generic Sound Device

English
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This is one of the most relaxing and enjoyable games I've ever played. Musical cues are fantastic, the levels are challenging but
not infurating, and the premise is really fun.. Very nice, but rather short Visual Novel. Took me about 1.5 hours to complete the
story once. You follow the story of a detective with his assistant. The detective has a very special character ;)

The story is nice and easy to read. Sometimes I wish the text lines wouldn't stretch over the complete screen but break more
often. Would be much easier for the eyes. Also there are a couple of typos starting from about 50% of the story. But that was
not a big problem.

Overall a nice game for about 2 hours.. This game has a ton of atmosphere, I have only played for a couple of hours and can't
wait to jump in to the finished game. I want to wait till the game is complete , so as not to spoil the overall experience.
Really happy I bought the early access , these Dev's deserve our support. Ifyour a fan of this type of of game dont hesitate to
jump in. Highly recommended early access game. :)
. The attachment is eh. The gun is not-so-eh if you're like me and think Damage-per-hit is more important than Damage-per-
second.

8.5\/10. Everything a visual novel should be; the writing is beautiful, the translation is on point, the art is lovely and the music is
fitting.
The story is strange, sad and a little eerie, with some speculative fiction elements. It's pretty short, around 2 - 4 hours depending
on reading speed, but for this type of story the length is perfect.
I really liked the parallel chapter structure. The game is a kinetic visual novel, so no choices, but the structure allows the reader
to pick which side of the story they hear first. Depending on which you choose, you'll get a slightly different experience.

Not sure about the price, I've seen much longer visual novels for half the price. This is a high-quality visual novel though. If
you're a fan of this creator's work, it's worth it.. This is a GOOD survival and relaxing game ... Like it so much

there is one cons though ... its TOO SHORT ... beat it in 2 hours

not worth the price ... wait for SALE ... $2 is the best price for now. I am not sure what is the matter. I bought the season pass
for assassin creed odyssey. Assassin creed 3 remaster came along. Installed it, but when started playing there was so much lag,
had to decrease the graph, the lag was bit gone but, still was not fun at all. Even though my laptop has all the system
requirement. So I couldn't understand why, lag. So I played odyssey again to check if it is now happening with all the games that
I have bought over time, but thankfully no, I was afraid of virus. There was no such thing. There is something wrong with the
game itself, It has some serious issues. I have Uninstalled it.
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UPDATE:
Does not look like its being worked on at all anymore, so dont bother. When the Dev works on it more, then I'll update this. Not
until then though.

Early Access Review:
Rough around the edges with work that needs to be done, but keep in mind this is early access, so that is to be expected. In
general, YES, I would recommend this to others IF YOU ARE WILLING TO GIVE FEEDBACK.

If you are looking for a fully created game, then come back in a few months. It does a lot of cool things and hints at even cooler
stuff, so if you want to have a say in what you want this game to look like, then buy it now.

Pros:
-Involved Developer:
This is a developer that genuinely wants to make a good game. They actively seek responses from their audience and are very
engaging. Based on my interactiong with them, I have a great deal of hope they will make good on their promises.
-Unique Management system:
I have never seen something anything like the game building mechanics before and it is really exciting to figure out. You build
each little element of the game you are developing: genre, music, subplots, character, monsters, and more. Being able to name
each element also gets your imagination working. I got attatched to the itty bitty tiny platformer that was my first game. A little
confusing at first, but I will give it a passing grade based on how unique it is. There is a tutorial in the works that will hopefully
clear up some of the confusion. There is still a lot of work to be done, but the developer has stated that fact.
-Cute Art:
Maybe a little basic, but it's cute and the girls ARE NOT bad walking sterotypes.

Cons:
-Unfinished:
What do you expect from an early access game?
-Blandish story:
So far it hints at a fascinating larger story arc and something I would love to explore, but as of right now its mostly a managment
game with a few lines of dialogue here and there, which is fine, but in a VN like format, they need to give us a story to care
about.
-Character development:
They are cute and hint at having really interesting personalities, but all seem a little bland because of how little you interact with
them. Also... all of the team are girls and you are a guy. This is not a bad thing, but if they aren't careful then they could be
dealing with a bad harem trope style game.
-Lunch Time and Shopping:
Unless you have played it at the state the game is in now, you wont really understand just how underwhelming this is. This is
something that needs a lot of work, I want to be able to buy cool things and software and gifts and visit with my friends\/dev
team, but I can't really. I WANT THIS SO BADLY!!!. Not great, but also not too bad. Maybe pick it up for 0.50\u20ac,
otherwise skip it.. I recommend this title if you are looking for a quirky light heart RPG with an old school battle system. I look
forward in future titles from this author.. Short Version: its fantastic go play it 9\/10.

Long Version:

Having played every total war except original shogun i can say that this is a really well done game, however not without tiny
issues here and there.

First off what does the game get right?
Atmosphere. Its amazing, the production value is just a bit under Shogun 2 - despite the lack of cutscenes there is plenty to
appreciate - the beautifully done technologic tree, the music, the sounds, ambient, architecture - its very well done.

Optimisation - game runs silky smooth despite a large ammount of units, however this is achieved by 'cutting' from other places
as a result you can get a whole lot of blurring even on 'ultra'.
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Diplomacy is THE BEST to date in TW. Its probably better then in stellaris, - there are a lot of options, personally my favourite
interactions are buying out provinces and selling crops. I will never forget how i traded a bunch of rice and clay figurines for a
marriage with legendary Lu Bu. Agriculture\/10

Game balancing. Just like it was in Warhammer archers and artillery no longer suck hard, they are very fieldable units that can
and will do work, moreover i have found that absolute majority of units are very much fieldable with respective expertise areas.
Peasants still perform awfully BUT compared to Shogun 2's Ashigaru units they cost more and do more, have infinitely more
morale but less use.

Factions. I havent played many but from what i have seen they are fairly well balanced and each has unique predisposition. I
dont say playstyle because when i started as bandit queen i still had to rely on capturing territories, while she does have
predisposition to raiding and pillaging you wont be doing that forever. Also: unique units.

Relationships! Seem very fun and innovative but imagine this - 3 best pals in perfect harmony suddenly game awards me a perk
and there is immediate disharmony and they are bickering... Game can be a bit silly, but that RNG adds to the 'unique' nature of
every run.

What did the game get wrong?

Duels. Available only in romance mode they still give you barely any benefit and only for the duration of battle - their best part
is locking down an enemy hero so they wont bother your units. Not very exciting. Despite advertisements of 'permanent' buffs
they only last till battle ends. Which makes sense otherwise that +25% hp would have been a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to deal with BUT that said i wish there was still a small permanent reward for a won duel
like say +5 to dmg or +1 to block chance - depending on who you defeated. It should also be noted that its hard to get a duel
started as often enemies will adamantly refuse to have one.

Heroes advancement. Gimped, semi randomised trees which set hard lvl cap to 15. Its a far cry from Rome2, Shogun2,
Warhammer - its just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 in every way outside of 'multiple things in one ability'. Any
time a hero is lvled up im not excited. You pretty much dont get stats. Best you can get is an ability on the field. Or some
passive buff for administrator\/commander. Thats about it. Not exciting.

Items. I absolutely adore the idea of item trading - this is fantastic. Items however are 99% hot garbage. When i get n-th rat
figurine its like 'toss it with the others'.

Most of these issues will be solved when workshop is released by CA but that will take time.

As it is this is my 4th favourite TW right after
1) Shogun 2
2) Warhammer 2 (very fun!)
3) Medieval (i will never forget 4-6 inquisitioner torturing my own sinfull generals to mold them into either a corpse or a
walking saint).

But this is crisp new and i hope you will enjoy it!

. Let's take an incredibly shy and awkward highschooler and try to match her up with a senpai heartthrob who's kind of
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6ssRaZFuXE0

This game is pretty fun for a variety of reasons. For starters, it shows off a bunch of things that can be done in RPG Maker that
has nothing to do with combat, RPGs, etc. Second, the members of Kokurase (a matchmakers club) are all interesting and
quirky, which adds a lot of humor to the plot overall. Third, you get to jump around between the different members, learning
the overall story from several angles.
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I suppose the best part of this is it's free, but there is additional episodic content if you're willing to pay the admission fee.
Honestly, I think I might.. It's a funny game however it is impossible to do solo and with this having no online functionality, this
game is hard to recommend. anyone who bought this on steam ed can do nothing about the refund meaning you have to go
through steam and if you have owned it for a while steam will not refund it so your stuck with a useless dlc
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